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Asymmetric Magnetization Switching in Perpendicular Magnetic Tunnel
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The field- and current-induced magnetization reversal of a Co-Fe-B layer in a perpendicular magnetic
tunnel junction (pMTJ) is studied at room temperature. The magnetization switching probability from the
parallel (P) state to the antiparallel (AP) state and from AP to P is found to be asymmetric. We observe
that this asymmetry depends on the magnetic configuration of the synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF). The
state diagram and the energy landscape are compared for two SAF configurations. We conclude that the
asymmetry is due to the inhomogeneity of the fringe field generated by the SAF. Our study highlights the
role of the reference-layer fringe field on the free layer’s energy barrier height, which has to be carefully
controlled for memory applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current-induced manipulation of magnetization has
been a subject of great interest since the prediction of spin
transfer torque (STT) by Berger [1] and Slonczewski [2]
in 1996. It has led to an innovative magnetic memory
technology, namely spin-transfer torque magnetic ran-
dom access memories (STT MRAM). Such devices are
composed of magnetic tunnel junctions with electrodes
exhibiting a strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(pMTJs) [3–6]. In these devices, the switching current is
directly proportional to the energy barrier for thermally
activated magnetization reversal [6,7]. Indeed, devices
composed of materials with large perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) have been shown to combine both a
good thermal stability and exhibit efficient current-induced
switching [6–8]. To further improve a STT MRAM device,
the switching energy and the switching time still need to be
reduced [9,10], both of which depend on the energy barrier.
The study and the characterization of the energy barrier is,
therefore, crucial for improving the performance of STT
MRAM.

Magnetic tunnel junctions are made of a thin insulat-
ing layer sandwiched between a free magnetic layer that
can be switched and a reference layer. The latter acts as
a spin polarizer for the current and gives rise to a dipolar
field with a strong out-of-plane component. This magnetic
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field, also called a fringe field, may create an asymmetry in
the magnetization reversal of the free layer [11]. In order
to reduce this effect, “synthetic antiferromagnetic” struc-
tures (SAF) have been used to reduce the fringe field. The
SAF is composed of two magnetic layers antiferromagnet-
ically coupled through a nonmagnetic layer [12–14]. These
layers’ magnetizations are antiparallel and thus have a net
magnetization close to zero and, to a first approximation,
the average fringe field emitted by the SAF is also close
to zero. However, the free layer still experiences a dipolar
field associated with the SAF, as one layer of the SAF is
closer to the free layer than the other. Moreover, the shape
and the size of the device also influence the fringe field
value and homogeneity [15–17].

Here, the role of the fringe field from the SAF on the
free layer switching is studied. First, the probability of
nonswitching for the free layer as a function of the volt-
age and magnetic field switching is obtained. The latter
provides information on the energy barrier to thermally
activated magnetization switching. The respective effects
of a compensated SAF (antiparallel magnetized layers) and
a saturated SAF (parallel magnetized layers of the SAF) on
the switching probability and the switching state diagram
are investigated.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A [Co(0.25 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)]14/Ru (0.9 nm)/Co (0.3mn)/
[Co(0.25 nm)/Pd(0.8 nm)]4/Co(0.25 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)/
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FIG. 1. Switching distribution for a 70 × 100 nm2 pMTJ with
a compensated SAF for an applied field µ0H = −30 mT. (a)
Resistance as a function of the applied voltage for voltage close
to the AP to P transition (orange) and close to the P to AP (blue)
for 1000 voltage sweeps and (b) nonswitching probabilities
deduced from (a).

Co(0.25 nm)/Ta(0.3 nm)/Co-Fe-B(1.3 nm)/MgO(0.9 nm)/
Co-Fe-B(0.8 nm)/ capping sample is grown by dc
magnetron sputtering. The Co-Fe-B (0.8 nm) is the free
layer and the Co (0.3mn)/[Co(0.25 nm)/Pd(0.8 nm)]4/Co
(0.25 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)/Co(0.25 nm)/Ta(0.3 nm)/Co-Fe-
B(1.3 nm) is the reference layer. The layers are separated
by a MgO tunnel barrier. The reference layer is antifer-
romagnetically coupled through the Ru (0.9 nm) to the
[Co(0.25)/Pt(0.8 nm)]14 pinning layer. The reference layer
and the pinning layer together form a SAF layer. We are
interested in the switching behavior of the free layer mag-
netization between its two stable states, parallel (P) and
antiparallel (AP) to the reference layer. The SAF is made to
have an antiparallel alignment of the reference and the pin-
ning layers in order to decrease the fringe field. However,
in this study, to test the influence of the fringe field, we
also consider the case where they are parallel. We call these
configurations, respectively, “compensated” (AP) and “sat-
urated” (P). Let us first consider the case when the SAF is
compensated. All measurements presented in this paper are
performed at room temperature.

Figure 1(a) shows the resistance of the pMTJ as a func-
tion of the voltage for the AP to P transition (orange)
and the P to AP (blue) for numerous sweeps. There is
a distribution of switching voltages. From these data, the
probability of nonswitching as a function of the voltage as
shown in Fig. 1(b) can be determined [16]. Our aim is to
deduce the energy barrier associated with each transition
from the corresponding probability of nonswitching as has
been discussed in Ref. [18].

In order to do so, a single energy barrier !E(H) rep-
resenting the thermal stability of a tunnel junction is
considered between the two stable states [19]. Starting

from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation describ-
ing the motion of the magnetization [20,21], it is possible
to include the thermal fluctuation contribution based on the
pioneering works of Néel [22] and Brown [23]. It has been
shown that the effect of the voltage can be considered as
an effective temperature [24,25]. Following the same idea,
the nonconservative term of the STT is considered as an
effective temperature in the LLG equation. Koch found
then that the experimental values of STT-driven transi-
tion probabilities in spin valves were in good agreement
with this theory [26]. The switching probability in MTJs
can then be theoretically found using the same models.
Values of the parameters needed to characterize the STT
switching in MTJs can be found in the literature. Ab-initio
calculations have shown that in MTJ, the STT nonconser-
vative torque depends linearly on the applied voltage in
pMTJs [27] and this has also been measured and verified
experimentally [28,29].

This leads us to the expression of the nonswitching prob-
ability Pns in a MTJ that follows for a voltage V sweeping
with a rate r (10 V/s) experiment at fixed field Happ
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where 1/τ0 is the attempt frequency of the switching (we
have chosen 1 GHz), !E0 is the energy barrier of the tran-
sition, and η is a parameter depending on the geometry and
the switching type, taken here as η = 3/2 [19]. Hsw0 and
Vsw0 are, respectively, the zero-temperature switching field
and the switching voltage and Hoff is, in the first approxi-
mation, the mean value of the average perpendicular fringe
field. This equation is set under three main hypotheses:
the measurement is quasistatic, the conservative part of
the STT is neglected, and the Slonczewski spin torque is
considered as an effective temperature.

The voltage sweepings presented in Fig. 1 are repeated
for different fixed fields and using the expression of the
probability of nonswitching, we obtain the dependence of
the energy barrier of each transition as a function of the
applied field !E(Happ) = !E0/kBT{1 − [(Happ − Hoff)/
Hsw0]}η. Figure 2(a) shows the energy barrier dependence
as a function of the applied field for the two SAF con-
figurations, compensated on the left (low fringe field) and
saturated on the right (large fringe field). Figure 2(b) dis-
plays the corresponding state diagrams obtained by record-
ing the switching voltage as a function of the applied field
for both transitions and both configurations as described
in Refs. [30–32]. Insets are schematics of the stack mag-
netic configurations. The results presented in Fig. 2 are
obtained for a 70 × 100 nm2 junction, but similar results
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FIG. 2. (a) Evolution of the energy barrier for the AP to P tran-
sition (orange) and P to AP (blue) transitions as a function of the
applied field with a compensated or a saturated SAF. (b) Evolu-
tion of the switching voltage for the AP to P transition (orange)
and P to AP (blue) transitions as a function of the applied field
with a compensated or a saturated SAF. The inset shows sketches
of the P and AP states for the two SAF magnetic configurations
(compensated and saturated).

are obtained for various junction sizes, from 60 × 80 nm2

to 100 × 240 nm2 (not shown).
For both configurations of the SAF, the state diagram

presents an off-set field that we link in a first approxima-
tion to the average perpendicular component of the fringe
field. We define µ0Hoff as the central value of the field hys-
teresis loop for no voltage. We obtain µ0Hoff = −30 mT
in the compensated configuration and µ0Hoff = 120 mT in
the saturated one. Their positions are noted in Fig. 2 as the
vertical black lines. The evolution of the energy barrier as
a function of field can be fitted by the above expression,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). We observe that the energy barriers
for P to AP and AP to P transitions vs applied field vary
in opposite senses: they have opposite signs of their slopes
for both SAF configurations. They also cross at a certain
field. At this field, the energy barriers’ switches from P
to AP and from AP to P are equal. We expected that the
latter field would correspond to the applied field that com-
pensates the average fringe field, which is clearly not the
case.

Both state diagrams presented in Fig. 2(b) are cen-
tered around the net off-set field value µ0Hoff. However,
there is an asymmetry of the switching voltages between
the two transitions. The switching voltage from AP to P
is larger than from P to AP. This effect is clearly seen
in Fig. 1 as the measurement is done close to Hoff. We
clearly observe that the nonswitching probabilities also
have different dependencies on the voltage.

TABLE I. Stack parameters used for the FASTMAG simulations,
the anisotropy constant K, the saturated magnetization MS , the
exchange coupling, and the damping.

Layers K (J m−3) MS (A m−1) Ax (J m−1) α(−)

1 & 2 7.2·105 10.5·105 1.3·10−11 0.01
3 & 4 3·105 3.5·105 1.3·10−11 0.01

A strong effect of the SAF magnetic state is observed
in both the voltages and field-driven switchings. In the
saturated SAF state, the state diagram width is reduced by
two thirds and the switching voltages are shifted toward
larger positive values for the AP to P transition. These
observations indicate that the asymmetry in switching volt-
ages and energy barriers cannot be described with a simple
macrospin model, thus we use micromagnetic simulation
to describe our experiments.

III. MODELING

The software FASTMAG developed at University of
California San Diego [33] is used to study the switch-
ing process of the free layer at a given applied volt-
age, a given applied field, and zero temperature. This
software uses a finite element method to solve the
LLG equation. We compute a 60 × 80 nm2 MTJ. We
also consider a zero fieldlike torque and a coefficient
of the Slonczewki term aV = 6.37 × 103 A m−1 V−1 [34].
The thickness resolution is 1 nm. We also consider
the [Co|Pd] and [Co|Pt] multilayers to be one sin-
gle block. The free layer (1), the barrier layer (gap),
and the 1.3-nm Co-Fe-B layer (2) are set to be 1 nm
thick each, the Co (0.3mn)/[Co(0.25 nm)/Pd(0.8 nm)]4/
Co(0.25 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)/Co(0.25 nm) layer (layer 3) is set
to be 5 nm thick, and the [Co(0.25 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)]14 layer
(layer 4) is set to be 15 nm thick. The surface exchange
coupling between the upper SAF layer and the reference
layer is set to 1.242 × 10−3 J m−2, and that between the
two layers of the SAF is set to −1.242 × 105 J m−2. The
remaining stack parameters are shown in Table I [34,35]:

As already demonstrated, in order to reproduce the
experimental state diagram using an analytical or numer-
ical modeling, the uniaxial symmetry needs to be broken.
In the present computation, we introduce a tilt of 0.6o in
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy axis that is sufficient to
break the uniaxial symmetry [32]. We are able to follow the
magnetic configurations during the STT-driven magnetiza-
tion switching, as seen in Figs. 3(c)–3(f). This allows us to
compare the nucleation points of the reversal depending
on the transition. In the case of the compensated SAF, the
nucleation point depends on the transition: it occurs at an
edge for the P to AP transition [Fig. 3(c)] and at the center
of the layer for the AP to P transition [Fig. 3(d)]. In the case
of the saturated SAF, the nucleations for both transitions
occur at the edge of the sample [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)].
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FIG. 3. (I) Micromagnetic simulations of the reference layers’
fringe field of a 60 × 80 nm2 element obtained from FASTMAG
simulations at the free layer position for (a) the compensated
SAF (blue) and (b) saturated SAF (orange) configurations. (II)
Micromagnetic configuration of the nucleation process for the P
to AP (first line) and AP to P (second line) STT-driven switching
in the (a) compensated SAF (AP blue, P red) and (b) “no SAF”
(AP red, P blue) configurations.

The strength of the dipolar field as a function of the
distance from the center of the sample is also plotted in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for both SAF states and both transitions.
We observe that the strength of the fringe field depends on
the configuration of the SAF as intuited before. Also, in
both SAF configurations, the stray field is inhomogeneous
along the width of the junction. Even in the compensated
case [Fig. 3(a)], it is close to zero at the center of the junc-
tion and higher at its edges. Since we show in Fig. 3 that
the fringe field has a strong influence on the phase diagram,
we claim that the peak in the fringe field at the edges of the
sample can explain the asymmetry in the energy barrier of
the transitions.

IV. CONCLUSION

The influence of the fringe field from the synthetic
antiferromagnet on the switching behavior is shown exper-
imentally by measuring the switching probability of the
P to AP and AP to P transitions. The observed asym-
metry between the two transitions cannot be explained
by the presence of a homogeneous fringe field from the
SAF. We demonstrate, thanks to micromagnetic simula-
tions, that this asymmetry observed in quasistatic mea-
surements is likely associated with inhomogeneities of the
fringe field of the SAF at the edge of the sample. Sim-
ilar asymmetry has been reported in the “nanosecond”
dynamic switching regime for perpendicular MTJ [36].

Those inhomogeneities favor domain nucleation in certain
areas of the free layer depending on the transition.
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